This research dealt with the identification of taboo language in Malay Panai Language of Labuhan Bilik Dialect. It is a language spoken by people living in Labuhan Bilik village, Panai Tengah district, Labuhan Batu, Rantau Prapat. The objective of this research was to describe the classification of the taboo words in Malay Panai Language of Labuhan Bilik Dialect (MPLLBD). The research applied was descriptive qualitative approach. The data were collected through observation, recording, and field notes. Then, the data were analyzed by identifying taboo words and categorizing them into the types of taboo words. Thus, each of the taboo words were presented in some examples of utterances in the language. Some words were considered taboo or not depending on the context in which they were used. The finding shows that taboo words in MPLLBD could be either implicit or explicit. In conclusion, there were some classifications of taboo words in the language which were related to the utterances of sex, death, excretion, body function, religion, animals, vague words, and disease.
Introduction
Taboo is "abstinence or prohibition" to be done, behaved, and spoken. If abstinence is spoken, that is said to be taboo. Taboo language is a language that is prohibited to speak because it violates moral values, assaults, humiliates, or even judges anybody. (See Trudgill 2000: 18, Wardhaugh, 2006: 349) .
Taboo words in each language may have different forms and types. In a language, a word might be identified as taboo but not in another language. The word bujang, in Malay language is not a taboo word because it indicates unmarried person. However, if that word is spoken in Batak region, the word bujang is harsh and means a female genital.
In addition to different regions, it is also determined by the context, such as the situation when the word is spoken. The word pig in a sentence of The coconut seed which I have just planted was eaten by pigs, means "babi" in Malay language and it is not taboo but if it is spoken by the native speaker of MPLLBD to somebody in a mad situation such as Parakalanmu gaya babi kutengok, certainly, it contains very rude meaning. This is clearly taboo, because the sentence means that you act as if you were a pig. Likewise, the word utak which means 'brain' might be a taboo word as in the sentence Lomak botul utak udang en, meaning 'The shrimp's brain is really tasty'.
(Usually for broiled shrimp /giant prawns, the brain is quite large. If it is added by the coconut milk, it will be greasy). If compared with such an expression as Sanggup ja ko bacakap bagen, memang dasaR indak baRutak la ko, which means 'How dare you? You are insane'; it indicates a person who does not have any heart or is insane.
Even if in any language variation, it may also happen in any dialects to make up taboo words. For example, in MPLLBD, the word bujang includes taboo, whereas in Malay language, it is not taboo because the word bujang means unmarried yet. It so happens because Malay language of Labuhan Bilik Dialect (MPLLBD) has been influenced by other regional languages. One of them is influenced by Mandailing language. For example, in Mandailing language, the word: Anggoitton, imattong meaning 'that is what you are, here you are'. The same meaning in MPLLBD is expressed as goentong and enlantong 'Don't you?, 'Isn't it? Because of the influence of Mandailing language, Mandailing culture also influences Malay culture; thus, the word bujang originally according to Malay language was not taboo but it is taboo in MPLLBD, even though both obviously belong to Malay language.
Literature Review
Taboo can be defined as the prohibition of a behaviour, thing, person, etc., based on cultural or social norms. It can also be defined as a strong prohibition relating to any area of human activity or social custom that is sacred and forbidden. The prohibition does not allow speakers to say or do the prohibited things because it may cause certain consequences according to the taboo that is violated.
This taboo is found in every society, language, tradition, and habits (Hakim, 2013: 4). Therefore, this taboo can be stated as something that violates the norms and provisions in a particular society, so that it must be avoided. Many experts pay attention to taboo language, such as: Trudgill (2008: 18) , Wardhaugh (2006: 239) , Jay (1999: 25) , McGuire (1973: 4-7) , and others. According to Trudgill, taboo refers to something that is prohibited, and he describes taboo as a behavior that is believed to be supernaturally forbidden, or considered immoral, inappropriate; relating to behavior that is prohibited or inhibited in a way that seems irrational.
He further divided taboo words into seven categories; namely, cursing, profanity, blashphemy, obscenity, insult, sexual harassment, and vulgar language. Therefore, Wardhaugh categorizes taboo words regarding taboos related to sex, death, excretion, bodily functions, religion, mother in law, and animal.
On the other hand, unlike Trudgill and Wardhaugh, Jay uses the term curse to define taboo language, and divides it into: (1) swearing; (2) obscenity; (3) Profanity, (4) blashphemy. (5) name calling (6), insults; (7) verbal aggression, (8) taboo speech; (9) ethnicracial insults; (10) vulgarity; and (11) slang (Jay, 1999: 25) .
The category of taboo words used to analyze the data is the convergence of the three theories put forward by the experts above. Related to the categories that were not provided in Wardhaugh, it would be complemented by the theories of Trudgill and Timothy. Thus, taboo words are classified into:
Sexuality
Taboo words which are related to sex may refer to anything in sexuality, or the sex organs of blow job (oral sex) or cunt (vagina), such as in-room sex (bedroom activities), sex in the bathroom (bathroom activities: masturbation, romance with blood relations (mother-inlaw/romance), and sexual abuse.
Taboo words of death
The taboo category of death is something scary which is including in this type of taboo language. This is a taboo word because it is considered to have a frightening or scary effect on the person who listens to, so death is one of the taboo words, too. Taboo words related to death may refer to the statements about death including the mention of corpses, graves, names of people who have died and so on.
Excretion
Excretion is something that is also taboo because it is not in polite way of expression in spoken language to the other persons. The utterance of the word is considered rude or a profanity and can violate ethics. Excretion taboos are taboo words related to human body feces, such as defecation, farting, and so on.
Parts of Human Body
Taboo words related to human body refer to impolite words in spoken language to express feelings of being angry/mad, mocking, and insulting by teasing parts of one's body such as "dick, pussy, tits, etc".
Religion
Taboo words related to religion are nonsensical as insulting in the name of God or mocking the Holy book.
Animal
It is a taboo word to insult someone by mentioning names of animals or pointing out their appearance and behavior, mental abilities, character or social relations. The use of taboo words in this way will be condemned by the society because of comparing human beings with animals such as by using the words pig, dog, monkey, etc.
Curse
Timothy defines that cursing or "curse" as an attempt "to harm others through the use of certain words or phrases" (Jay, 1996: 8) . In Malay community of Labuhan Bilik, this curse is noted for the existence of the Legend of Sikantan, which is a folk tale about a rebellious child cursed by the mother. The taboo curse also includes condemnation. Curse means the use of harsh words for cursing, so that other people might get hurt, as an expression of upsetness, anger, or even madness.
Name Calling
Taboo words in this category are mentioning the names of parents (father and mother), although it is not with the intention of mocking or insulting. In addition, this category is also about "insults", mention of names and ethnic insults and such words are spoken with the aims of hurting, humiliating, and blurring. Many insults and humilitations are related to lack of respect for others by the speakers (Jay, 2009 ).
The categories of taboo words certainly have different functions. They are (1) Creating Attention which is to take someone's attention; (2) Discrediting Function is to redirect someone; (3) Provocating, to issue in the name of provocation; (4) Identification Function is to show self-identity; and (5) Providing Catharsis Expression Function is to release frustration/pain (McGuire: 1973: 4-7).
Research Method
The research was conducted by using a qualitative approach, and the method was descriptive. The data analysis was carried out based on a qualitative approach. Moleong (2012: 11) states that in the descriptive method, the data would be in the form of facts, figures, and but not in numbers so that the research report contains citations to provide an overview of the research. The data were taken from the case study of taboo words in Malay Panai Language of Labuhan Bilik Dialect. The sources of the data were the speakers of Malay Panai Language.
In collecting the data, Purposive Sampling was used, where the technique was to determine the samples in certain considerations. The number of samples (informants) were five native speakers of Malay Panai Language with the total words about 100 taboo words. The informants came from the selected social community and well-known for being honest, sincere, matured, and not disable in speaking (mute).
In collecting the data, the researcher used field notes, interviews, and recording techniques. The whole data taken were the oral form with interview guides and tape recorders.
Results and Discussion
Based on the data analysis, the taboo words of MPLLBD can be categorized into two major parts, namely (a) Implicit Taboo words, which remain taboo without depending on the context, and (b) Explicit Taboo words, which are based on contextual meaning:
Implicit Taboo Words
Implicit taboo words mean some words whose meanings remain taboo without depending on the context. In any situation, some of the following words remain taboo. *ngentot/ŋentot/
"ŋentot"
It is one of taboo words related to sex in MPLLBD which is taboo in a spoken language to publics. The word "ŋentot" refers to sexual activity which is an action of sleeping with or fucking somebody. If, the word is spoken to publics, certainly it is considered as impolite word, immoral, or rude. In addition, mentioning that word, has manners in speech act and it violates norms and humiliates others."
Marancap/maRancap
Likewise, if you see a young man who looks weak, unenergized, people might mock ridiculously by saying "maRancap saja koRjamu, apa indak lomas ".Kata"maRancap dan mangocok". It contains the same and impolite expression such as having masturbation.
Mangoco
It also has the synonym of the word "marancap" which indicates a sexual activity done by a man as, "mangoco saja disiten"
Pangkah punggong
Another taboo word related to sex in MPLLBD is the word "pangkah punggong". This word also implies a taboo meaning for doing sodomy.
Cipo
Similarly, the word "cipok" if it is spoken to publics, then people might think the speakers are rude, impolite because that word implies kissing one and another.
Sundal
The word "Sundal in MPLLBD is interpreted as a woman who is seductive; the language definitely leads to sex, with a sexy appearance and wearing sexy clothes.
Gayit
It is similar with the meaning of the word "sundal" . Sometimes, the speakers of MPLLBD use this word without any comparison of using the word "sundal".
Gatal
This kind of word is not really taboo if the speaker of MPLLBD uses it in any condition. Eventhough it has the same meaning with "sundal and gayit", the context is not actually often used by any other speakers in Indonesian language such as "Lihat, gatal kali tanganmu sampai jatuh pot bunga ini".
Lonte
Thus, the word "lonte" is used for calling out a woman who acts as a bitch, a whore, or a slut.There are some different usage and in the meaning of saying the word "sundal and lonte". "Sundal", is viewed from the utterance by tempting, tending to use sex words/ sentences, but not to prostituting herself. While the "lonte" is to point the action of a women who likes to do prostitution.
Janda
There is a worse perception of using this word of "janda" in MPLLBD. It means as a widow bears a negative meaning by doing something flirtatious, as glancing at, and teasing other people's husbands. Therefore, this word is interpreted as taboo in MPLLBD.
Bunting
If the word "bunting" is spoken to publics, it may indicate the terms of a woman who is pregnant before married.
Example :"Bunting sajokoRjanya".( to say a woman who likes giving a childbirth). 6. "Manyingkot" = hanged oneself/suicide. "DaRipada hidup bagiko, lobih eloklahko manyingkot". You would better hang yourself rather than live such as this. 7. "SuaRamen kudongaR gaya manguyak kain kafan". (Your voice sounds like tearing shroud). Tearing shroud is taboo, sounding rude to hear. 8. "Taloqin" is a recitation to bury a deceased person. Obviously, this one is rarely recited but it only happens during the funeral and leaving the happening. Usually, *ustadz is the one who recites Taloqin.
Taboo Words Related to Death
NB: Ustadz is an honorific title for a man used in Moslems 9. "KaRonda" is a place to carry corpses to the cemetery, and is usually put in a mosque / prayer room / madrasah at the back of mosque (in the warehouse). "Awasko, datang kaRonda bapakmu". It means you would be better if your dad's ghost is coming after you. This utterance is rarely used, only for the deceased ones. 10. "Arwah" is a term of a spirit for people who passed away. Arwah si polan nya uRang en bagantayangan.(Polan's ghost is wandering). Example, "Sumbayangla kamu, ika malam Jumaat, arwah bapakko datang" which has the same meaning with the example of number 9, your dad's ghost is coming after you. To say impolitely, the word "ghost" is used. While in polite way, the word "spirit" represents it.
11. Malekal maut "Jangan sampek malekal maut mangincop nyawamu". (Do not let the grim reaper take your life away.
Taboo Words for Human Excretion
Excretion means human waste which is paid as taboo because it is rude and impolite in spoken language. The term of this word is considered inappropriate for others and definitely violates the norms of human civility. Tungkek Ear pus
1. "Berakla di ko". (Bullshit!) this expression is used to command someone in mad situation. 2. "CiRitmulah". This word is used to show someone who speaks to another in annoying expression. In that case, the man does not really like everything said or done by his partner in the conversation. Simply, it means "Bullshit!". 3. "Takincit ko kutengok". It indicates to humiliate someone in having excretion or accidentally defecation in a tiny bit in his underwear. It is taboo to say and seems to be dirty. 4. "Ia sudah mens". When someone says this word, it has a sound of taboo rather than saying the girl has got menstruation (in period). In MPLLBD, the speaker does not actually have the substitution word instead of saying "mens". In MPLLBD, the word "mens" is not taboo yet for the ordinary people it is. 5. "Ia indak layi dapat haids". (Menopause). This word has the same meaning with "mens", but haids is not very taboo when another speaker hears it rather than using "mens". 6. "Ia diejek uRang kuRang mani". The utterance may refer to someone who is being humiliated by another that he has a bit of "sperm" or infertility. 7. "Indak ada uRang yang mau dokat dengannya, kaRana ia bakuRap". In a conversation, this sentence could give some perspectives that nobody wants to make friends with him because he has got ringworms). 8. "Ati-ati, jangan dokat-dokat dengannya, ia punya panyakit sawan". It also humiliates and mocks someone not to stay closer with anybody because he has got epilepsy. 9. "Ati-ati, jangan dokat-dokat dengannya, manjangkit kang untutnyen". This utterance has also the similar meaning with the previous example in humiliating someone not to get too close because he got elephantiasis disease.
common taboo words used in this part are mentioning the names of mother, father, grandmother, and grandfather where those are stated as impolite way in communication.
Conclusion
Based on the findings above, the conclusions can be drawn that in MPLLBD, there were some explicit and implicit taboo words. Implicit taboo words mean taboo, abstinence, or prohibited without considering the context. While the explicit taboo words represent the use of taboo words in contextual meaning depending on the way of using and the situation needed.
There were some classifications of taboo words in MPLLBD, associated with the contexts of sex, death, excretion, parts of human body, religion, animals, curses, and names.
